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Paraphrase. 
 
 Moscow (Moskau) informed it agents in Peking, Shanghai and Hankow on 23/4/27 
that the German press had recently transferred its sympathies from Nationalist movement to 
the British side.  The agents were therefore told that they must re-establish their relations with 
German journalists in China, especially with von Salzmann who would be made to come to 
heel.  I was added that Lebedev knew how this was effected before and that the Kuomintang 
(Chiang Kai-shek)  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiang_Kai-shek people must also influence 
the Germans through their channels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Yangtze journey to Hankow 
ON A German Steamer. 

From our Special correspondent 
On Board the Hamburg-American Steamer “Idarwald”, 

In the month of April (1928) 
 Our German flag flies proudly and freely on the foremast and mainmast. The German colours are 
painted on the bow of our mighty Hamburg-America Line steamer.  Amidships, on either side of the black steel 
hull, are printed the Chinese characters “Te kuo schang tschuan”, which, being interpreted, means “German 
trading ship”.  Does anyone want a simpler and clearer description of the German world mission of peace? 
 Our ship, the first see-going vessel of this year to sail thousands of kilometres up to the mighty Chinese 
river to communist and defamed Hankow, our beautiful German ship, carried no guns; she has no threatening 
machine guns to shot a breach into trade.  I believe there in scarcely a revolver on board; we have not the 
collection of rifles which is to be found in the first-class saloon of every English and American ship sailing up 
the Yangtze. We have no military protection on board: no warship is convoying us, Full of confidence in our 
rights and in the peaceful message of the German colours, we are proudly sailing up the swirling, brown water. 
We pass Chinese fortress, guns and infantry positions. Wee salute the national flag of China, and the Chines run 
towards us and reply politely to the greeting. We are the only great civilised Power which greets and which is not 
the enemy of the China today.  
 Soldiers on the shore wave their caps when they see the German colours.  We do not even anchor at 
night anymore.  The German colours are lit up the searchlights, and nobody fires at us, or tries to stop us. 
Everywhere the threatening warships of → (page 33) →  
 
 
 

↓ 
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The British, the Americans and the Japanese lie at anchor. The Chinese are powerless against the armoured grey 
Colossi, which ruthlessly destroy batteries and infantry positions, if, by chance, a Chinese shell falls on board.  
For the foreigners, it is purely non-dangerous target practice, as the Chinese are totally defenceless against the 
foreign warships. It is the explanation of the huge, bitter, but powerless rage which is being stored up in these 
spirited South Chinese and of the way in which hatred of foreigners is created. 
 As we passed the forts below Tsing-kiang, fighting was going on.  Infantry fire crossed us. Passing 
between Nanking and Pukow – the end, or the beginning, of the Tientsin railway-bullets from either side crossed 
above us: they did nothing to us.  Of course, we were very careful.  The crew was ordered below deck. With 
field-glasses, we could see soldiers walking about their rifles. On the Pukow shore, we passed a sunken steamer: 
only her funnels and the tops of her masts were above water.   The battle was not very heavy, but it disproved the 
news of the desertion of Marshall Sun Huan Fang to the Nationalist South.  It may still come, as change is the 
only permanent thing today in China.  There are no definite party ideals, Only the South, torn by internal 
dissentions, has a common objective. 
 Three times we passed a convoy of British and American ships; even the Mexican flag was there: who 
knows what it was covering? They all looked with envy (resentment) on the German ship. Which alone could go 
on its way, and whose best protection was its lack of protection.  One wonders what goes on in the minds of the 
English, who persecuted (maltreated) us, spied on us, cursed us and hunted us, with abuses and scorn (disdain) 
during the war and especially during the first years after the war.  They had decent German business men carried 
through the streets as criminals, at a time when, in→ (page 34)→ Europe, the guns had ceased three months 
already. 

 
 

 
 

↓ 
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Europe, the guns had ceased three months already (thus 1919). 
 One wants to forget, we want peace, but, especially here on the high road of mighty 
China, the misery of war passes daily even hourly, before our eyes. We are for peace: the 
others preach war, and use the old methods mercilessly.  If they could only force us Germans 
to join them! That is the thought in the minds of many Englishmen. 
 During the night, the English enquired by wireless the name of our ship and her 
nationality. They knew perfectly well that it was the Hamburg-America Line steamer 
“Idarwald” steaming up the Yangtze. They were thinking: if only Chinese would fire on the 
German ship! 
 Here the Germans have been openly and officially thrown out of the community of 
nations. They treated us like pariahs in a legal sense. We have used our special position in a 
way quite different from what was expected. Our mission is not a comfortable one. It 
demands the courage of peace:  many of our countrymen, and especially those who have 
never seen death eye to eye, do not possess it.  Here we cannot go hand in hand with the 
oppressors nor with the militarists. But, on the other hand, we have no reason to make 
common cause absolutely with the Chinese; everything is not gold that glitters, and the 
defence of defencelessness is, after all, purely relative.  
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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  Erich von Salzmann 
Born 22/7/1876, at Stettin. 

German by birth.  Journalist. 
 He represents in the Far East not the “Frankfurter Zeitung”, but the “Kölnische 
Zeitung” (Cologne) (Köln), the Hamburger Fremdenblatt” (Hamburg), the “Berliner 
Morgenpost”, the Vossische Zeitung” (Berlin) and the Berliner Zeitung am Mittag” (Berlin), 
and, in general, the Ullstein News Agency (Ullstein Nachrichtendienst), which is one of the 
biggest in Germany.  
 Von Salzmann was the special protégé of Freiherr von Maltzan, now German 
Ambassador to Washington, when he was Secretary of State in Germany. All German 
Legations and embassies know von Salzmann well and have been instructed to give him any 
assistance they can in case of need.  
 In order to give you an idea of the man’s mentality, I attach a translation of the latest 
article of his which has appeared in the Berlin press. It was published on the 28th May of this 
year (1929).  I do not think von Salzmann is a Communist. It must not be forgotten that there 
is a general tendency in the German press, to back Soviet Russia against Great Britain. I need 
only instance the “Berliner Tagesblatt” and the “Vossische Zeitung”. This tendency has been 
more particularly marked of recent date. 
 We have no trace of Schwarzberg. 
 Müller’s file is no longer in our possession. That he should be in touch with Sven 
Hedin’s expedition is not surprising as Sven Hedin is very highly esteemed in Germany on 
account of his pro-German. 
 Should any information come to our knowledge about this man (von Salzmann), it will 
be forwarded to you.  
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M.I.5., 
        31st May, 1927 

M.I.1.c. (forerunner of S.I.S. (M.I.6)    (Colonel Menzies the later “C”?) 
 Reference your CX/5775? Dated 24/5/27., relating to Erich von Salzmann and others, 
all that we know of Salzmann is that he wrote articles in the “Vossische Zeitung” in 1918, 
advocating a Russian-German-Japanese alliance. In these articles he was referred to as having 
been for many ears a German agent (journalist) in the Far east. 
 In December 1924, Salzmann applied for permission to proceed to India, giving the 
following particulars of himself:  Born Stettin, 22/7/1876, German by birth, father’s name 
Paul von Salzmann, had been in Ceylon and Burma, since 1914 had visited the following 
countries, South America, U.S.A., Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark, Swede, 
Russia, Japan, Korea, China, Mongolia, England and France, held passport No. 78, issued at 
Peking 22/7/24. The visa for India was, however, refused. Since then we have not heard 
anything about him. 
 Herbert Müller (British Services Phantom) would appear to be identical with subject 
(von Salzmann, not being a Phantom) of your CX/019821, dated 14/2/18, and CX/0213?8, 
dated 23/2/18. 
 We have no record of Michael Greibus or Charles Siare, but ?? Frill is perhaps 
identical with one Yahn Yakovlovisch ? Frill who applied for, and was apparently given, a 
permanent via for U.K. in February 1925, having been added to the list of diplomatic couriers 
on the journey Moscow-Berlin-London. The only further record we have of this man is that he 
arrived at Dover on 13/9/26 for Chesham House, his are being given as 41, and his passport, 
No. 118, Moscow, 23/11/25. 
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 If you wish to have your passport visé please fill up this form. 
Name in full: Erich von Salzmann 
Place and date of birth in full: Stettin, 22 VII. 1876 
Nationality (by birth, or naturalisation with date) German by birth 
Profession or trade: journalist Permanent Address: Peking China 
Maiden name of wife and her nationality before marriage: Käthe Bülow, German 
Name and surname of your father: Paul von Salzmann 
Maiden name of your Mother: Elisbeth Exss?? 
Nationality of your father and Mother; German 
Where have you come from? Berlin 
Where do you whish to go? India and Burma 
For what purpose and when are you going there? General information for journalistic purposes December 
1924. 
Have you lived there before? When? Ceylon and Burma 1911 
Have you parents, relatives or acquaintance there? No. 
In what countries have you been since July 1914?   South America, U.S.A., Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, 
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, U.S.A. Japan, Korea, China, Mongolia, England, France. 
Give address of persons in this town or elsewhere who can answer enquiries about you:  secretary of State 
Freiherr von Maltzan, all German legations and Embassies. 
Are you travelling by yourself or with your family? With wife Käthe, 34 years. 
State where and also what date your own passport was issued and its number: Peking, 29.VII.1924   No 78 
State of age.    48 y. Your height 1.70 m.  colour of hair brown.  Colour of eyes grey 
Any special peculiarities right anole stiff. 
 
Signature in full Erich von Salzmann 
 
Date Berlin Nov. 20th 1924. 
 
 

↓ 
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Erich von Salzmann 
KV 2/911-1 
PF 38812 

 
 

KV 2/911-1, page 11       (minute 309a) 
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3/11/30. From G.P.O. -photostat copy of intercepted letter (309a) 
  To Salzmann from Schwedler, dated 29/10/30. 
Note.  Spoke G.P.O. (General Post Office) (Mr. Allan) and called his intention to the 
fact that von Salzmann’s reply to Schwedler’s letter of the 16th (see 279a) had not been 
intercepted. 
  Mr. Allan will look into the working of the check. 
B.1. (M.I.5)   5/11/30. 
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 It appears possible that the writer of intercept at (360a) is referring to the dinners about 
which Konloff, subject in reports at (350a) and (356a), has also corresponded with von 
Salzmann. It will be remembered that “Sharmer”* reported that Salzmann was in the habit of 
meeting Japanese S.S. agents in a restaurant. 
 
* AOB: I would not wonder, that agent designated as agent “Sharmer” is identical with Jona 
Ustinov; he later, up to even after WW II, carried the code-name U35. He wasn’t, in my 
perception, a too smart person. As his thoughts and conclusions were rather often “ill” based.  
That Jona Ustinov was engaged, might have been the fact that he, in contrast to almost all 
M.I.5. personnel, spoke the German language, by birth. 
 
KV 2/911-1, page 25 
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12/5/31 From G.P.O. – photostat of intercepted letter to von Salzmann from 
Unstinowv,  dated 6/5/31     AOB: please notice the foregoing * AOB: in cadre.   
 
KV 2/911-1, page 26 
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12.6.31 To M.I.1.c.  (forerunner of S.I.S. (M.I.6) re von Salzmann and Ustinov (414a) 
 
AOB: the more we take notice, the more my perception could be actually “true”.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Note. Extracted from PF. 37605 Glimpf  (file no longer existing) 
 This intercept is interesting. Von Salzmann and Glimpf cooperate in their work as 
representatives of Scherl and the Telegraphen-Union respectively and they and Abshagen 
(KV 2/388 .. KV 2/390, PF 39611) (Abshagen was once also hunted upon, as they do in the 
Salzmann case) (by the way: have they ever found true facts of Salzmann passing on British 
Secrets? No! It all is about their latent ‘phobia’) are working for news agencies controlled by 
Hugenberg. Their association, can, therefore, be accounted for by journalistic interest in 
common. On the other hand, however, we must remember that Hugenberg is the real head of 
the Deutscher Überseedienst and one of the controlling members of the German intelligence. 
(?) Also von Salzmann and Glimpf are known secret agents (all ‘thoughts, but no proof) 
whilst Abshagen is suspected of being one. To find these three meeting in this way to discuss 
matters suggests hidden activities rather than ordinary journalism. (No proofs, only guesses -
packed as if they have been proven) 
 
 With regard to the fourth member of the party we know very little about Dr. Thost 
(KV 2/952 .. KV 2/954 PF39789) except that he represents the principle National Socialist 
paper in this country where he arrived in January of this year.  In March he applied to the War 
office for facilities for visiting Aldershot and Sandhurst. His request was apparently granted 
after his name had been referred to us. In view of the present society which he appears to be 
keeping a few further enquiries about him appear to be desirable. 
 
B.1 (M.I.5)  15.6.31.       sgd. N.Watson 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Note.      Major Alexander (M.I.5.) 
 Writer of intercept at (417a) is referred to at minutes 361 and 368.  He apparently is 
one of the members of Salzmann’s clique who used to meet periodically; at the Boulogne 
Restaurant.  According to a “Sharmer” (think of: Ustinov) report von Salzmann is in the habit 
of meeting Japanese Secret Service agents in a restaurant. 
 
 Schumacher is a German who arrived in this country in June, 1928, when he gave his 
occupation as that of scientist. His permit to remain in this country expires on 31.8.31. If we 
see any further correspondence between him and von Salzmann or other members of the 
‘German Secret Press Service’ in this country I think a H.O.W. should be considered. 
B.1. (M.I.5)  17.6.31.     Sgd. N.Watson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Note. 
 Rang up Major Vivian (M.I.1.c. later S.I.S), and after thanking him for the report at 
(433a), I said that I thought perhaps it would be as well if the attention of the section in the 
Foreign Office concerned were called to von Bassewitz’ proposed expedition through the 
Middle east and Persia to India, and back. 
  
 It seemed to me that, in view of the present somewhat unsatisfactory position 
regarding British interest in Persia (AOB, most, once occupied, territories and countries, 
saying it mildly: they weren’t, likely, British friends), the presence of a somewhat suspect 
German journalist, very probably anti-British in sentiment, in the Middle east and Persia at 
present time, was not a matter to be lost sight of. 
 
 Major Vivian fully agreed with this, and said he would call the attention of the section 
of the F.O. concerned, at once. 
 
 No further action regarding von Bassewitz seems necessary at the present time.  
 
B.1 (M.I.5.)    17/7/31. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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     CX/deleted dated 6.7.31 
 

M.I.5.     (Mr. Harker) 
Ustinov. 

 
 With reference to our CX/ number made invisible dated 21.3.31. “Sharmer” (AOB: I 
am still convinced that “Sharmer” is Ustinov) now tells that that von Salzmann confirms the 
report that Ustinov is connected with the German embassy beyond doubt, and that he is doing 
intelligence work. (Bullshit, and they know that this is nonsense!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 New H.O.W. in consequence of half yearly revision. 
PF. 38812 (von Salzmann’s file)     23rd June, 1931. 
 
 I hereby authorize and require you to detain, open and produce for my inspection all postal packets and 
telegrams addressed to: - 

Erich von Salzmann 
45, Holland Park 

London W.1 
(Apparently, von Salzmann had moved to another domicile) 

Suspected 5.9.31 
 
Or to any name at that or any other address if there is reasonable ground to believe that they are intended for the 
said Erich von Salzmann. 
 
And for so doing this shall be your sufficient Warrant. 
Reason. This individual formerly worked for the German S.S. (AOB, nowhere proofs being delivered) in the Far 
East and came to this country last year to take the place of a member of the German Intelligence organisation 
(really?) here. The H.O.W. has provided a considerable amount of useful information regarding the working of 
the working of the German Intelligence system in England (have we ever seen the proof? No! Purely inventions) 
and has shown the subject of it to be in touch with certain members of the German Intelligence Service. In view 
of the foregoing it is most desirable that the existing H.O.W. on this individual should be retained. 
 
 
* AOB: Why are the British Secret Services apparently so often lying (bending the truth)?  One reason might 
have been the fact: - that as to get access to some-one’s mails (in- and outgoing) being systematically retained - 
is to bring forward (some) strong evidence towards the H.O. (Home Office). I, myself, often admire the legal 
potence of the H.O.  Further: - as to justify their commitments, they have to create an environment of suspicions 
(proven or not). No-one is, after all, asking for the actual proof. In some respect their minds were living in a 
psychedelic environment of suspicions. This vacuum, rather often was the nucleus of their doings. And, Germans 
were generally suspected, anyway. Albeit - that quite many servants did not even speak the German language.  
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   June 12th, 1931. 
Dear Vivian  

With reference to CX/5775? Of 21.3.31 and in continuation of my PF 38812 (von 
Salzmann’s file number) of 11.4.31 I should be glad to know if: “Sharmer” has been able to 
provide any further information about Ustinov’s connection with the German Embassy and 
also whether von Salzmann has made any further remarks regarding his colleagues in the 
German Secret Service. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
 

N. Watson. 
 
Major V. Vivian … Now we know where V.V. may have stood for: V. Vivian. 
 
* AOB: This letter is, in my long-standing appreciation, a kind of comedy! They have learned 
about Ustinov via the German Embassy; and his connection with the German Press Agency 
Wolff. Therefore, I still believe, that Ustinov and “Sharmer” is, one and the same person. 
And, they must have known that von Salzmann wasn’t likely a German Secret Service agent; 
because, we haven’t yet seen any proof of the contrary, not in China nor in London! 
If so - then every British ‘subject’ was a suspected member of the British Secret Service as 
well. It is only the way we look at it; and what someone would prefer to see or understand.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 CX/5775?       dated 1.6.31. 
             V* 
M.I.5.  (Mr. Harker) 
 

Erich von Salzmann. 
 

  According to information (gathered by British Secret Service agents) received 
from the German Legation in Shanghai, Erich von Salzmann is contemplating returning to 
China in company with the new German Minister. 
 
 

For V.V.    (Major V. Vivian) 
 

* I tend to believe: - that the V may point at section V (5) within S.I.S. (M.I.1.c) 
KV 2/911-1, page 46         (minute 403a) 
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From Ustinov 
 72b Lexham Gardens 
  Kensington, W.8. 
To     von Salzmann 
 45 Holland Park, W. 11 
Date Letter 6/5/31 
Date of Postmark 7/5/31 
 
 Personal. Accepts invitation for Tuesday. 
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 Copy in PF 38637 Ustinowv   Room 427, 
 
PF 38812 M.I.5. B.1     11th April 1931 
 
Dear Vivian, 
 Many thanks for your CX/      dated 21/3/31 
Relating to Jona von Ustinov     
 
 This man is a German, and was born on 2/12/1898 at Jaffa, Palestine, of a Russian father and German 
mother. He arrived in this country on 22/12/1920  from Singel 189a Amsterdam, and since that time has been the 
London representative of the Wolff Bureau.  During the war (WW I) he served for four years as a Lieutenant in 
the infantry and Air service of the German Army.  He is the holder of German passport No. 218/23, issued in 
London on 29/6/23. In July 1920 he married Nadino de Senois, a Russian, in Petrograd (St. Petersburg). 
 We have a considerable file about Ustinov as some years ago it was suspected that he might be 
connected with the German Secret Service in this country. Careful investigations were made into the case, but no 
confirmatory evidence was obtained to show that he was so engaged at that time.  he was reported to us in 1928 
to work in close cooperation with the German Embassy and to act as their agent asking for information which 
members of the embassy themselves by virtuo of their position, were not able to do.  
 Although we save? As you see, no information to show that he has been engaging in espionage in the 
past, I should be very glad to have any further report you may obtain which connects him in any way with the 
German Secret Service. 
 

Yours sincerely,  
 

N.Watson. 
Addressed onto: Major V. Vivian 
 M.I.1.c (forerunner of S.I.S. (M.I.6) 
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 Note on von Salzmann. 
  In 1918 von Salzmann wrote articles for the “Vossische Zeitung“ which he was then 
representing, advocating a Russian-German-Japanese alliance (AOB, Germany and Russia were on peaceful 
terms!) to balance, the Anglo-German alliance. These articles were subsequently published in London and China 
Telegraph where von Salzmann was described as having been a German agent (representing German Press) in 
China for many years.  (AOB, it may be not unlikely that von Salzmann spoke some Chinese language) 
 The above information was supplied to the India Office in December 1924 when we were asked if we 
knew anything off Erich von Salzmann who had applied for a visa for India; the visa was not granted. 
 In 1927 M.I.1.c. stated that von Salzmann, the representative in China of the “Frankfurter Zeitung”, 
probably worked for German and Soviet secret service. He was a friend of Müller (their Phantom), also a 
correspondent of the “Frankfurter Zeitung”, and reported to be in charge of the Soviet courier system in China. 
 It is of interest that von Salzmann was a special protegé of von Maltzan, a former secretary of State 
(Staatssekrtär) in Berlin, who was strongly in favour of an alliance between Germany and the U.S.S.R., which he 
considered would be to Germany’s advantage.  It should be noted that any collaboration von Salzmann may have 
had in the past with soviet Intelligence Services may be ascribed to his belief that the U.S.S.R. might be of use to 
Germany, rather than to any personal sympathies on his part towards Communism. 
 In 1929 M.I.1.c. stated that “there is strong evidence to show that he (von Salzmann) works for the 
German Secret Service”. The report continued that von Salzmann was in close touch with Soviet officials in 
China.  At our request, a circular was then issued to ensure that he would not be granted a visa for any British 
territory. 
 Early in 1930 it became apparent that von Salzmann, who was then in Germany, wished to come to this 
country to replace von Kries as representative of the Hugenberg Press. We raised no objection on the grounds 
that whilst it might be difficult to keep an eye on him in our Overseas Territories, this difficulty would not 
present itself to the same extent in London. 
 A H.O.Watch Card or Index?. was imposed on him when he arrived in England in march 1930. 
 His salary as Scherl representative is under £2,000 per annum. In this connection it is noteworthy that 
von Salzmann was appointed to London in connection with the reorganisation of the Scherl Press in London with  
a view to economy. This was to be affected through the partial amalgamation of the Scherl and Telegraphen-
Union London offices. Actually the reorganisation appears to cost Scherl £50 more a month than the old system. 
 In June 1930 information was received through M.I.1.c. (Sharmer source) that von Salzmann was going 
to take a →(page 65)→ 
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House (he is at present living in a hotel) and would “then commence his activities. The report continued that he 
was still a friend of Moscow, and was also in touch with the Japanese embassy in London.  * It should be noted 
that as a result of our enquiries into the case, no evidence has been obtained to show that he is either in touch 
with the Russian of Japanese diplomats in this county.  
 

In July last an intercept showed that von Salzmann had signed an agreement with Scherl to remain in 
London for two years.  In the same month a further Sharmer (Ustinov related)* report stated that von Salzmann 
was meeting Japanese Secret Service agents in a London restaurant, and that the former was supplying reports to 
the secretary at the Japanese embassy. 

Although we nothing to confirm this report, we do know that Salzmann has on various occasion 
received letters from an individual, whom we are at present unable to identify, asking him to go to a dinner and 
meeting at the Boulonge restaurant, and enquiries are proceeding. 

The check on von Salzmann has shown him to be very anti-British in sentiment. (not too strange - 
bearing in mind how the British has put their stress upon him and many others, in China) 

 
    

N.Watson. 
 
 

B.1. (M.I.5)   16.1.31. 
 
* Sharmer’s and comparable sources are always based on a ‘personal kind of trust’; be it because both being 
Germans or that like. Ustinov, at least for some time, possessed the German nationality. One of the reasons why 
I still stress upon – is that Sharmer and Ustinov being one and the same person. It is most unlikely, that von 
Salzmann would have discussed (trusted) private matters with someone else. Secret Service contacts most often 
being based upon false perceptions, like was the case in von Salzmann’s time in England. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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    6th October, 1930. 
re Erich von Salzmann. 
 Observation on the above has been kept by E.H. from 25th September to 3rd (October), exclusive of 
Sundays, but nothing suspicious has been seen. 
 Salzmann, who was now occupying, with his wife and daughter flat No. 16 at Kensington Palace 
Mansions, spends most of his time there, and when he does leave, it is mostly for a visit to the Post Office (AOB, 
also there most of his letters had been retained ‘on order’ on behalf of G.P.O.), or a walk in Kensington Gardens; 
occasionally however, his wife drives him in an Essex car, U.L. 6764, when he desires to go shopping. 
 Judging by their purchases it is evident they are preparing to furnish a house which may have been 
secured through Frank Swain, Estate Agents, 170.  High Street, Notting Hill. 
 About 1.5.p.m. 3rd (October) Salzmann handed in a registered letter at Victoria Grove Post Office. 
 This seems to be somewhat delicate and has appearance of having had a paralytic stroke;  his eyesight is 
very defective, and the morning newspapers are generally read to him by his wife or daughter. 
 His description is: Age 54, hight 5’7”; complexion fairly fresh, hair grey, clean shaven, slight squint in 
eye; thin face, long thin nose with slight bulb at point, medium build, has large star shaped scar at back of neck, 
is slightly bent hand. 
 These people have not been seen in the company of friends, 
 Mrs. Salzmann former name was Butow (Bülow); her Christian name is Kaethe (Kähte), and she 
appears to have been born in 1890 in Berlin. The daughter is about 18 years of age.  
 

J.O.  B.4 
 
 
 

↓ 
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KV 2/911-2, page 1 + 2         (minute 271a) 

 

 
Crown copyright 

AOB: Extract Translation of letter from Erich von Salzmann  
To: An den Verlag Scherl 
   Zentralstelle der Redaktionen. 
    Berlin S.W.68 
     Zimmerstrasse 35/41 

Germany  
By Air Mail (par avion) 
Summary.         18/9/30 
 Purely political. Says they must not over-estimate the impression made in England by the events in 
Germany. Says that must be part of his job to make impressions in England positive rather than negative.  Public 
opinion here is guided entirely by the newspaper correspondents in Berlin and they went by the Wilhelmsstrasse, 
Berliner Tagesblatt, Vossische Zeitung and Frankfurter Zeitung. Over here none has a clear idea of the situation 
in Germany (Britain was the centre of the Universe). Already Voss etc. are working in the new direction trying 
to minimise Germany’s longing for freedom, beautifully the demands of the Opposition and calm down the 
feeling abroad. 
  

The English correspondents in Berlin made Dr. Hugenberg ridiculous and represented Hitler as a mad 
rebel.  Now that is naturally changed but in spite of it Salzmann must warn them not to expect a useful change of 
opinion with regard to (1) The Treaty of Versailles (2) The Young Plan 
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Young_Plan) (3) Revision of frontiers (such as with France and Poland; maybe 
Sudetenland), in England. (bearing the main reasons of WW II) 

 
Asks them to try and get into closer touch with the English newspaper correspondents in Berlin.  

Through them they can work of English public opinion. The correspondents must grasp that there is a new spirit 
of Freedom in Germany. They will report this and the English will understand us better. The question all boils 
down to where they draw their material from. 

 
The “German question” is already beginning to vanish from the papers. Salzmann thinks the Berliner 

Tagesblatt, Frankfurter and Ullstein deliberately exaggerated the impression made in England in order to cover 
their defeat and false prophecies. 

 
In any case Salzmann warns them against believing that England is leaving France and taking the side 

of Germany. In the last five days he (Salzmann) has not seen a single line of sympathy for Germany or joy at the 
result of the election.  He must emphasize once more, what he knows from a sure source, that Henderson 
(Diplomat) met Briand in Paris before Geneva (joining Sessions of: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/League_of_Nations) and they parted in complete agreement. The disarmament 
talks of Henderson’s in Geneva was purely “election talk” for England. At the bottom the English Labour leaders 
think and act conservative. 

 
The only interesting thing is that Hugenberg and Hitler have already spiritually drawn a lot of 

Englishmen in the same direction, for the Liberal papers are beginning to warn them against imitating them.  
“That shows clearly how overwhelmingly strong the idea is of which Hugenberg and Hitler are the bearers”.  

 
Asks for his letter to be given to the political editor and Dr. Fessmann.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Young_Plan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/League_of_Nations
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 From von Salzmann, 
  Kensington Palace Mansions,  London. 
   On paper headed Verlag Scherl (correctly translated this time) 
To  “Der Tag” (typical name of a newspaper or a ‘newspaper Column’) 
  Zimmerstrasse 35-41, Berlin. 
Date of Letter 3/9/30. 
 
Date of Postmark illegible. 
   
 Enclose a long article on the outcome of the Lena Goldfields case 
(https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-and-comparative-law-quarterly/article/abs/lena-
goldfields-arbitration-the-historical-roots-of-three-ideas/65425B66DE0DD2C338804B08BEA35987)  
and  
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjcspry4e_0AhXU_rsI
HRPlBQ0QFnoECAIQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fscholarship.law.cornell.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3F
article%3D1582%26context%3Dclr&usg=AOvVaw1FVEE-0O1doMCuL7LNoiFW). Although not gainsaying 
the justice of the conclusion arrived at, that the Russian Government really did steal 40% of the gold products 
and must pay 26 Mill. RM, Salzmann calls this article “The Curse of the Wicked Deed”, and is of the opinion 
that Russia is merely following the example of the Allied Commission ?? its treatment of Germany. 
 
 Covering letter addressed to von Medem explains that Salzmann considers it dishonest that the German 
Press should meekly (docilely) follow England’s lead against Russia just because England happens to be in a 
strong position. He is of the opinion that the Allied commission were as guilty as Russia. 
 
 Asks von Medem to watch the Indian question carefully and not be too optimistic. Reminds Medem of 
the Army question. Is of the opinion that England will not allow an increase of strength above that laid down in 
Versailles. Says the time has not come to incite (provoke) England against France or vice versa.  Australia is in a 
bad way. 
Translator’s note – von Salzmann comes out in his true colours as being strongly anti-British. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-and-comparative-law-quarterly/article/abs/lena-goldfields-arbitration-the-historical-roots-of-three-ideas/65425B66DE0DD2C338804B08BEA35987
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-and-comparative-law-quarterly/article/abs/lena-goldfields-arbitration-the-historical-roots-of-three-ideas/65425B66DE0DD2C338804B08BEA35987
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjcspry4e_0AhXU_rsIHRPlBQ0QFnoECAIQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fscholarship.law.cornell.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1582%26context%3Dclr&usg=AOvVaw1FVEE-0O1doMCuL7LNoiFW
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjcspry4e_0AhXU_rsIHRPlBQ0QFnoECAIQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fscholarship.law.cornell.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1582%26context%3Dclr&usg=AOvVaw1FVEE-0O1doMCuL7LNoiFW
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjcspry4e_0AhXU_rsIHRPlBQ0QFnoECAIQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fscholarship.law.cornell.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1582%26context%3Dclr&usg=AOvVaw1FVEE-0O1doMCuL7LNoiFW
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  As “Sharmer” (Ustinov) had reported that von Salzmann was in the habit of meeting Japanese 
Secret Service agents at a restaurant, it appeared possible that Konloff might also be involved. As he gave no 
address and his signature was extremely hard to read it has not been possible to identify him hitherto.  The letter 
at (470a) refers to a dinner for Germans at Anderton’s Hotel and shows that Kotthof was helping to arrange this.  
There is no reason, however, for supposing that this is likely to be of interest to us. As we have no information to 
confirm the “Sharmer” (AOB: here again is my point, that Ustinov didn’t supply relevant information at all, also 
valid for long after WW II) report referred to above, no further action need be taken with regard to Kotthoff.  
KV 2/911-2, page 20 

 
Crown copyright 

Note. 
 Ref. Min. (531), Major Vivian informed me that when Squadron Leader Winterbotham entertained von 
Salzmann to lunch recently, the latter behaved in a most correct manner, and did most of the talking himself, his 
conversations chiefly concerning the present political situation. He made no reference whatsoever to aviation. 
 
 Squadron Leader Winterbotham (the same one whom published, in 1984, for the first time, about the 
‘Top Secret’ existence of M.S.S. and Ultra) will probably be seeing him (von Salzmann) again, and M.I.1.c. will 
inform us if anything of interest results.  
 
S.7   21/1/32.  Sgd. N. Watson. 
KV 2/911-2, page 27       (minute 552a) 

 
Crown copyright 

From F.W. Winterbotham 
 Air ministry 
 Adasal House, Kingsway, W.C.3 
To  von Salzmann 
 45 Holland Park, W.11 
Date of Letter 2/3/32 
Date of Postmark 2/3/32 
 Thanks for letter instant. Will be glad to lunch with Salzmann on the 9th. 
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KV 2/911-2, page 30        (minute 547a) 
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CX/5775?     Dated 23.2.32 
          V  (V = Section 5; I suppose) 
 
M.I.5.  (Mr. Harker) 
 

Erich von Salzmann. 
 

 “Sharmer” (think again of Ustinov), reporting under date 16th February, states that von Salzmann is very 
nervous at present and thinks (quite rightly!) that he is being watched by the Police.  He talks of going to India 
by some roundabout. 
KV 2/911-2, page 34        (minute 542a) 
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      CX/392,  dated 4.2.32 
         V 

M.I.5. (Major hinchley-Cooke) 
Von Salzmann and Kapitän Mann. 

Below is copy of a report, received from source know to us as “Sharmer” (think of Ustinov), dated 3.2.32; 
 Von Salzmann denies knowledge of Kapitän Mann and says that sometimes his people send men 
unknown to him. He is very agitated these days, and says that his bosses are not satisfied with his work, and they 
may recall him. When he came to London they expected a good deal of him, but he has not been able to justify 
their anticipations. Once slipped the remarks: 
 ‘It is not easy to correct the military map of South of England and bring it up-to-date.’ 
 “As usual he is bitterly hostile to Britain”. 
(2) I have sent you this report in rather curious language of the source (Ustinov wasn’t born in England and 
there educated), about whom Butler can tell you. As source (most likely Ustinov) is a perfectly truthful one, I 
think you can rely on von Salzmann having made the rather queer statement quoted, but it is, of course, difficult 
to estimate its significance without the full context. 
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Note on telephone conversation with Major Vivian. 
 Major-Vivian (M.I.1.c. (S.I.S. (M.I.6.)) telephoned with regard to the recent von Salzmann-
Winterbotham luncheon referred to at Minute 535. 
 
 A B.J. (Blue Jacket, secret folder containing a collection of information, only accessible by authorised 
servants), has recently been seen in which reference is made to the fact that a Polish journalist is suspected by the 
Germans of having given away to the Press the subject of the conversation which recently took place between 
the German Chancellor and our Ambassador in Berlin.  On this occasion it will be remembered that the 
Chancellor (Heinrich Brünning) emphasised the fact that Germany could not now, or at any time, continue to pay 
War debts and Reparations. 
 Squadron-Leader Winterbotham told Major Vivian this morning that at their luncheon von Salzmann 
spoke about German bonds, etc., and then went on to talk about the way in which the leakage of information had 
occurred.  He mentioned that the Polish journalist was suspected, and that the German Government is very 
anxious to find out exactly what happened. He next remarked: “So, you seen, I am giving you an opportunity of 
becoming a rich man”. (AOB, how has von Salzmann communicated with Berlin without this was noticed by the 
Services?) 
 Squadron-Leader Winterbotham at the time thought he was referring to the purchase of German bonds, 
and answered accordingly. 
 It has since occurred to him, however, that von Salzmann was definitely referring to the leakage of 
information. 
 Major Vivian commented of the fact that von Salzmann although the only information he should he 
should have is that Squadron-Leader Winterbotham is in the Air Force Intelligence, evidently considers his 
activities cover a wider sphere. His remark in fact, gave a pretty clear indication that he considered that 
Squadron-Leader Winterbotham was in a position, if he so wished, to obtain information desired for which he 
(von Salzmann was ready to pay. 
 Von Salzmann may be acting merely in his sphere as a newspaper correspondent, though it appears 
more likely that it was an endeavour on his part to obtain information for Hugenberg’s (Press) Intelligence 
organisation. 
 The reference is that von Bülow-Schwante, who originally introduced von Salzmann to Squadron-
Leader Winterbotham suspects that the latter’s activities are not confined to Air Ministry Intelligence.  
  
26.1.32     N.Watson. 
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(source M.I.1.c later S.I.S.)  CX/5775?  dated 19.10.31. 
M.I.5 (Mr. Harker) 

Erich von Salzmann. 
 We have heard from “Sharmer” (Ustinov), under date 16.10.31, that he was recently shown a letter by 
von Salzmann (AOB: von Salzmann would only have shown documents to a “Landsmann”), which the latter had 
received from Rai Bahadur Manik Chand Sethi of Jhalrapatan, India, who knew von Salzmann in London.  In 
this letter, Manik Chand stated that he would welcome von Salzmann to India and would give him hospitality.  
He regretted that the (British) government was not likely to give him a visa, but, should he manage to get to 
India, he was sure there were many there who would welcome him. (Bear in mind: that British ruling of India 
was already in the 1930s, think of Gandhi, strongly opposed!) 
 “Sharmer” (Mr. Ustinov) understands that, during von Salzmann’s absence from London, he visited 
France, Switzerland, Germany, etc. In France he visited his office where he was told that there was at present a 
severe anti-British feeling in Paris political circles and that two big groups were against Britain and would be 
glad to see that country go bankrupt. A Russian in the Soviet Embassy informed von Salzmann that France had 
never been more anti-British. Von Salzmann discussed the Indian question with this Russian, who stated that 
there was a big conflict between the Third International and the Soviet Government over this question. The 
former were in favour of a vigorous revolutionary policy in India, but the Soviet official attitude was not well 
defined.  However, the Third International was in touch with the Indians in Europe and, through London with the 
Peasants & Workers organisation. Berlin and Paris were also helping in this matter. He was certain that two Sikh 
regiments (cavalry) in India were ready to revolt. 
 “Sharmer” (Ustinov) states that von Salzmann is pro-Japanese in his attitude towards the present trouble 
in the Far East and places all blame on China. 
 His secretary told “Sharmer” (Ustinov) that von Salzmann ??? poor end of document. 
 
 
 

Closure of KV 2/910-2-4-911-1-2-Erich-von-Salzmann-5 
date 20 December 2021.   

 


